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by Bernie Crowe

•

Many of us have noticed the palm trees beginning to
sprout from the green waste piles on the field at
Perris, along with other assorted large plants. I
called the farmer who leases the field July 22 and
told him about this growth and our concern
regarding future forestation, and asked if this was a
concern for him too. He said it is not, and that
anything there will be knocked down and plowed
under, no matter how big. The senior partner of the
farming enterprise died unexpectedly in May last
year, and his son Jason has been struggling picking
up both sides of the business. Also, at this time of the year they are kept busy with the weed
abatement side of the business. But it is still his intention to plow all of the green waste rows
into the ground, and he said this could begin in as soon as four to six weeks.

•

Our attendance at the last two SCAMPS Spring and Fall Annual contests has been low to nonexistent, and an informal poll at the Perris field suggested that most local fliers do not wish to
continue these contests. However, as you will read later in this issue, Lance Powers talked to
others and has heard differing opinions and some pervasive arguments for continuing these
traditional contests. The cost of sanctioning these contests is low for SCAMPS, and Dan has
indicated his willingness to run them, so we will continue to put these two events on the
calendar for those who wish to participate.
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•

The past few months has seen the introduction of several new (for SCAMPS) events, largely
due to the efforts and dedication of Clint Brooks. In particular, the Bungee-Launched Glider
event held last week saw participation by several SCAMPS and by Orbiteer Stan
Buddenbohm. Clint has put in a lot of work developing the techniques to make the launch
work, and to improve a section of the field to make it possible. Dave Wade’s excellent-flying
A1 (F1H) glider hooked a thermal on his first flight and unfortunately was lost in the weeds.
Despite flying on our regular field area, these guys are really easy to miss as they are over on
the east end of the field. Take a moment to go over there next time you fly and watch the
graceful climb to altitude and the long flight that follows.

•

I mentioned last month that vandals had smashed the toilet seat in the Porta-Potty over at the
RC field. I called the RRCC President Jeff Szeuber to let him know about the damage
immediately, and he got back to me a week later to say the damage had been repaired. Keep
your eyes open for any yahoos over there.

SCAMPS Monthly Donut Schedule
2019 Donut Coordinator: Jane Cover (909) 851-2075

SCAMPS 2019 Club Meeting Schedule
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Day
TBD
2
TBD
6
TBD
8
6
10
14
5
TBD
TBA

Volunteers are responsibile to coordinate with other club
members if they cannot fulfill their assigned commitment

Host
Open
Hal Cover
Open
Ken Kaiser
Open
Scott Cover
Clint Brooks
Joe Jones
Fernando Ramos
John Powers
Open
Christmas Party

Mo
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
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Day
7
14
21
28

Donut Bearer
Paul Guiso
Joe Jones
Pat McMillan
Ray Peel

The SCAMPS’ August meeting will be held Saturday August 10th at the home of Joe and Linda Jones located
at 18514 Santa Tomasa Circle in Fountain Valley. Directions: from the 405 freeway exit Beach Boulevard
West. Turn left on Ellis (south) to a right turn onto Santa Andrea Street, which then bends south and becomes
Hummingbird Avenue. Turn left onto Santa Tomasa Circle and you are there. A luncheon is planned to start at
noon and all are invited.

SCAMPS NEWS

by Clint Brooks

It’s finally starting to feel like summer with July turning hot and
dusty at Perris. Still, we have lots of midweek participation in spite
of the heat threats which is a good sign for the club. Lately we have
been seeing some SDO participants showing up on Wednesday
which is an unusual but welcome development.
We are glad that Lance Powers is recovering nicely from a skin
cancer surgery followed upon with a gall bladder emergency surgery
almost immediately after. What a way to take care of business
Lance-I hope this holds you over for awhile and you can resume
your normal level of activity.
Not to take anything away from Lance, it turns out Bernie also
reported in for several stents to clear blockages from his pumper.
This was the result of on-going health monitoring- at least it occured
under controlled circumstances and from what I could see, no ill effect at all for Bernie. Good show
again to avoid serious problems Bernie.
Aside from massive sticker socks from retrievals, the flying has been pretty good. My new Super ‘J’
electric design looked like a performer from the get-go, but became apparent it had a CG issue I
couldn’t resolve with decalage changes and other tricks to eliminate the stall at the glide transition.
After 30 flights and about an ounce of lead in the nose, I made my assesment of corrective action and
removed the existing tail section, cut down the tail moment a bit, made a new design stab and fin,
then put it all back together. Some test flights last Sunday morning at Irvine Sand Canyon showed
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the actions had fixed the stall issue, and
all the lead was out of the nose. I just
hope it repeats the performance the next
time I fly at Perris as I would like to get
beyond the five second, short DT phase
and see what the model can do.
A lot of good contest activity is coming
as summer winds on. Aside from the
Lost Hills activity starting to ramp up in
October, there is also the SAM Champs
in Boulder City, NV this year, the
Southwest FAI Challenge to be
conducted in Jean NV this time, and the
Rocky Mountain Free Flight Champs
coming in September. It’s going to be
hard to cover everything and hopefully there is at least one or two contests you would consider taking
in. Don DeLoach is reaching out strongly for the SoCal free flighters to come to Denver for their big
bash so hopefully you can include this in your agenda if possible; the RMFFC flyer is at the end of
the newsletter with all the details.
As mentioned in Bernie’s column above, there has been some discussion about the annual dual club
events at Lost Hills the SCAMPS has traditionally supported. For more on the subject, Lance Powers
has summarized these conversations nicely in the following write-up. Thanks Lance and Daniel
Heinrich for airing out the issues.

The Future of SCAMPS and Lost Hills

by Lance Powers

I was given the task of gathering opinions from the club members concerning whether SCAMPS
should continue to sanction and sponsor our twice annual contests at Lost Hills. I queried members at
the flying field and I had email and phone conversations with members that rarely come to Perris on
Wednesdays.
Most of the SCAMPS members who fly on Wednesdays rarely go to the contests at Lost Hills so
most of the comments at the field were neither for or against except for Jeff Carman. Jeff seemed
disappointed that the club no longer supported these contests by participating. I am relatively new to
the hobby so the magic of Lost Hills has not infected me. The couple of times I have gone to the Ike
the weather was chancy for a 200-mile one-way trip and walking a mile to retrieve a plane that flew
for 77 seconds seemed less than magical. That said, the key here is I am new to the hobby and
ignorant of the vast and storied history of SCAMPS at Lost Hills. So, Jeff, Kevin Sherman and Dan
Heinrich are better suited to argue on the merits of the club’s continued involvement.
One of the reasons this issue came up is that Dan had some health problems that made him cancel
CD’ing last year. Fortunately, San Valeers stepped in and helped out. Dan’s health has improved
since then and he has made a commitment to CD as long as he is physically able. The field’s location
is nearer to his home and he loves flying there. As a former Club President Dan carries a lot of weight
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in the decision. A further point that he made is that Lost Hills is the only venue that can handle the
true endurance events like Texaco. Dan said that a few flyers come from out of state simply to be able
to fly Texaco in our contests.
I think we should continue to support and sanction these events and, maybe, find a way up the 5
Freeway to actually compete.
As a footnote to this article, I attended a meeting at Norm Furatani’s home last month and in the
discussion was some fairly intense pitching for the Texaco event to continue. Champions for this at
the meeting were Ron Boots and Brad LeVine, both ardent Texaco flyers. I know Jeff Carman is as
well. I’m not sure who from further north in the state still flies Texaco, but Lost Hills is really the
only place outside of Nevada where the event can be reasonably flown, provided the flyer is willing
to endure seemingly tough hardship to return the model at the end of the flight. Even the Boulder
City NV site is probably lost for Texaco at this point due to the expansion of the solar farm facility
along the western edge of the lake bed. The wind has to be going the right way or your model is
going to be tough to get out of the solar farm property. So, there is some core support for the event,
and until it appears those flyers are willing to hang it up it the event should probably go on. Why
not? It’s all about having a good time in the hobby we love with the time we have left to enjoy it.

SCAMPS Club contest-July 17 2019

by Clint Brooks

July normally means miserable hot and dusty days for flying at Perris. But not as bad as expected
this time, with temps fairly moderate all morning as we set up for our monthly event, which was F1G
coupe for rubber, Perris Special and Old Time Sport Glow for the internal combustion aficionados,
E20 and F1S/E36 for the electron power crowd. And debuting for the first time for a club contest
event was bungee launch towline glider.
That was actually quite a menu of events and I’m pretty sure we had players on the field that could
have flown in at least one of the events offered. That was not to be as we had no times turned in for
either electric event-probably because the normal participants were busy flying their towline gliders
in the bungee event, which involved considerable trekking in the brush for retrievals. It was pretty
hard to rotate through the events with this level of effort, and it was understandable that there was
limited participation in electric this time.
We had SDO reps Mike Pykelny, Don Bartick and Stan Buddenbohm showing up for some free flight
fun. Don was busy prepping his equipment for his first NATS trip in a week or so, and Mike was the
only entry in coupe. Bernie had good intentions but had wiped out his coupe front end a week or so
earlier and was out of the game for this contest. Mike put in two official flights, the second of which
joined the towline gliders in the tall scrub to the north of the field which sucked up all his time on the
retrieval. This was expedited by David Wade who came across the coupe while looking for his still
missing towline glider which gave Mike’s knees a break!
In OT Sport Glow it was Ron Thomas who took home all the marbles with his Strato Streak putting
up four two-minute maxes in a row. Hulan Mathies was hot after him with his Strato Streak but lost
it on the fourth flight with an engine timer overrun. Phil Ronney turned in three officials with his
Champion to round out the field for third place.
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Perris Special was flown by Ron Thomas and Rob Cobb in a rare Wednesday appearance (I
remember how hard that was too) with a day off from work. I saw Specials going up but I think
everyone was tuning or trimming as Rob put in two official flights to take the win from Ron who
stopped after one official flight.
For the glider event, we had six participants in Randy and Linda Wrisley, David Wade, Stan
Buddenbohm, myself and also Lance Powers who was performing timer duties for anyone needing it.
I had set up two events for the glider event, one limited to the JASCO/JETCO Trooper design or
similar glider, and another open event for the higher performance gliders. Each event was flown for
six attempts to achieve three max flights of two minutes. For the Trooper event, this is a tall order.
For the open event, it was not much of a challenge under the conditions, aside from the long drift
downwind.
I went off first with my Trooper to utilize the still relative calm of the morning. My best flight time
was 48 seconds. The Trooper is not a great model for penetration and turbulence of any kind usually
results in a semi-dethermalized flight pattern as if the model has hit a wall and stalls. So, the trick
was to get good air at the top of the tow and not get buffeted too hard before the model starts to turn
in the glide and can sustain forward momentum.
After I was nearly done, Linda Wrisley began to fly the Wrisley family Trooper and was beating the
tow hook off mine. Each launch resulted in a steady increase in flight time until the fourth flight
came off the line at around 80 feet AGL and proceeded to hook into a nice boomer that took it high
and mighty to the North and OOS. To see that clunky model design perform was exciting and we all
tried to keep eyes on it as long as we could. With that fly-away, the Wrisley’s were done for the day
and went back to the other side of the field while we kept putting up the open class gliders. Later in
the day, I received an email from Randy-they had found the model on a last-ditch sweep to the north
as they drove out to leave for home. It’s almost always worth a trip further east on San Jacinto to see
if your model is waiting for you. I’ve seen it happen three times now so don’t disregard the strategy
if you have an idea where it may have gone.
Stan of course has a long history with this style of towline glider launch method, and had put together
a composite glider using the wing of a Summer Soldier Wakefield model (Dick Baxter design), an
Apache E36 tail plane with the twin fins knocked off and a custom carbon tube and wine box wood
fuselage specially built to integrate the other parts. Needless to say, it flew well “right off the board”
and Stan ultimately prevailed over yours truly by maxing out with his other flight times to beat my
three stand-alone maxes. David Wade put his Goombah A-1 into a monster thermal on the first flight
that DT’d near San Jacinto Road at three minutes plus, and was never found. I tried to help in the
search and we both saw what looked like a yellow and black wing across the road in the cultivated
field so Dave went over to look, only to discover some irrigation equipment had been painted to
resemble the black and yellow color of his glider. The nerve of some people-it was a convincing
effect at a distance to make an anxious flyer walk all the way out to check on it.
At this point the weather forecast for steady winds out of the south came true, so we decided we were
finished with the downwind chases and put it away for the day. Most of the flyers had departed by
the time we emerged from the brush so I didn’t get to hear of any significant stories outside of the
glider event. I did see what appeared to be Phil Ronney’s Ramrod 150 spiraling in under power for a
hard knock. I also watched Bernie’s Moffet model in a wonderful high climb. A few moments later
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there were “oohing” sounds and I turned around to see it in a vertical death spiral to impact near the
road. Something was amiss and Bernie was quite perplexed by this seemingly unexplainable
development on an otherwise fine performing model.
All in all-a pretty good turnout for mid-July and some great flying. Hopefully the glider event has
caught the eye of others on the field and we get some additional participants for next year’s contest
agenda.

SCAMPS Old Time Sport Glow Club Contest
NAME

MODEL

FLIGHT 1

FLIGHT 2

Date: July 17, 2019

FLIGHT 3 FLYOFF 1 FLYOFF 2

PLACE

480

1

1

Ron Thomas

Strato-Streak

120

120

120

2

Hulan Mathies

Strato-Streak

120

120

120

360

2

3

Phil Ronney

Champion

95

84

79

258

3

SCORE

PLACE

112

1

82

2

SCAMPS Perris Special Club Contest
NAME

MODEL

FLIGHT 1

FLIGHT 2

36

1

Rob Cobb

P.S.

73

2

Ron Thomas

P.S.

82

120

SCORE

Date: July 17, 2019
FLIGHT 3 FLYOFF 1 FLYOFF 2

Bungee Launch Glider Club Contest; Trooper Class
NAME

MODEL

FLIGHT 1/2FLIGHT 2/3FLIGHT 4/5 FLYOFF 1 FLYOFF 2 SCORE

1

Linda Wrisley

JASCO Trooper

39/50

81/120

2

Clint Brooks

JASCO Trooper

22/22

48/35

35/40

Bungee Launch Glider Club Contest; Open Class
NAME

MODEL

1

Linda Wrisley

2

Stan BuddenbohmSummer Soldier

3

Clint Brooks

Amethyst

4

David Wade

Ultimate Goombah

Date: JULY 17, 2019
PLACE

290

1

202

2

Date: JULY 17, 2019

FLIGHT 1/2FLIGHT 3/4FLIGHT 5/6 FLYOFF 1 FLYOFF 2 SCORE

Cee Bird

PLACE

DNF
120/55

46/120

120/120

120

120
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120/54

561

1

360

2

120

3

SCAMPS F-1G Coupe Club Contest
NAME
1

MODEL

Mike Pykelney

Date: july 17, 2019

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Round 5

Candy G

112

FO-1

98

FO-2

SCORE

PLACE

210

1

2019 Free Flight Contest Schedules -Perris/Taibi Site Unless Otherwise Noted
SCAMPS Monthly Club & Sanctioned Contest Schedule 2019 V 2.3
Mo

Day

Jan
Jan
Feb
Mar
Mar
Apr
Apr
May
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
TBD
Nov
Dec
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Mo
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
May
June
July
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

Rubber

Electric

CD

AMA Gas & E Combined

F1S (E-36)

B. Crowe

Nostalgia all Combined

E Nostalgia

R. Peel
K. Sherman
B. Crowe
C. Brooks
D. Heinrich
H. Cover
J. Jones
L. Powers
C.Brooks
G. Drake
R. Thomas
P. Guiso
D. Heinrich
C. Brooks
B. Crowe

Power

P30
Haggart/Bowden-Perris (cancelled)

27
10
13
24
27-28
5
15
12
17
14
11
16
TBD
13
11

Day
27
24
17
14
18-19
26
23

15
13
17
15

OT Small Rubber (comb)
SCAMPS 15th Annual Taibi Contest-Perris
OT Large Rubber (comb)
P30 + Small Open Rubber (Andrade)
SCAMPS/SCIF Texaco-Lost Hills

Golden Age Small & Large
Perris Special, OTSG Sm/Lg

AMA Electric
F1S + E20

AMA Gas & E Combined
Golden Age Small & Large
Perris Special, OTSG Sm/Lg
AMA Gas & E Combined
Golden Age Small & Large
Perris Special, OTSG Sm/Lg
Possible re-schedule or cancel
AMA Gas & E Combined
Nostalgia all Combined

E Nostalgia
AMA Electric
F1S + E20

Lotto/Twin Pusher-Perris
Nos Rubber/Nos Wakefield

Gollywock Mass Launch + OT Small Rubber (comb)
Coupe (F1G) + Bungee-launch glider
OT Large Rubber (comb)
P30 + Moffett
OT Small Rubber (comb)
SCAMPS/SCIF+San Valeers Nos-Lost Hills

P-30 + Small Open Rubber (Andrade)
OT Large Rubber (comb)

E Nostalgia
AMA Electric
F1S + E-20
E Nostalgia

AMA Electric

San Diego Orbiteers Monthly Club & Sanctioned Contest Schedule 2019
Rubber
Power
HLG/CLG
P-30
(no rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
OT/Nostalgia rubber (no rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
Coupe
(3/25 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
P-30 Memorial (4/29 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
SDO/FGMC FF Bonanza-Lost Hills
OT/Nostalgia rubber
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
Coupe
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
No Contest Planned
No Contest Planned
P-30
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
OT/Nostalgia rubber
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
Coupe
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
P-30/Make up for cancelled events
Any-Gas or Electric
Any

CD
Mike Pykelny
Mike Pykelny
Mike Pykelny
Mike Pykelny
Don Bartick
Mike Pykelny
Mike Pykelny

Mike Pykelny
Mike Pykelny
Mike Pykelny
Mike Pykelny

San Diego Scale Staffel Outdoor Schedule 2019
Mo
Feb
June
Sep

Day
16-17 Flying Aces Club
8-9 Flying Aces Club
21-22 Flying Aces Club

Perris
Perris
Perris
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CD
J. Hutchison
J. Hutchison
J. Hutchison

Mo
Apr

Day
17

Jul

24

Nov
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OASIS Squadron FAC-20 Outdoor Schedule 2019
Events
Location
BLUR race,Jim.Allen (ROG),1/2 Wakefield H/L
Perris
Sky Chief M/L,OT Rubber Fus (ROG),WW2
Perris
Combat Mass Launch
FAC Rub. Scale, Modern Military (total of 3
Perris
flts),Greve/Thompson Race combined

CD
Roger Willis
Roger Willis
Roger Willis

N

Note to guests interested in observing or flying free flight models at Perris:
The usual time to catch us in the act is in the morning. Most Saturday mornings are when people
come out to test fly or tune up their models and skills, and just have a good time. You can observe
the Southern California Aero Team (SCAT) FAI rubber and glider flyers along with with others
flying a range of model types-mostly endurance rubber powered and electric or gas powered. Scale
free flight models are flown when the Scale Staffel has their FAC contests also noted above. These
are typically conducted over two day periods to get in all the event categories normally flown. Flying
usually starts 7-ish and ends late morning depending on winds. There is a larger group that flies on
Wednesday as well if you would rather make a mid-week trip. Come join us-see the map above for
an idea on directions-it’s on the east side of the 215 freeway, off San Jacinto Ave.-there is a dirt road
entrance on the right.
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The 2019 SAM Champs
October 28 to Nov 1st 2019
Registration on Oct. 27th

On the El Dorado Dry Lake in Boulder City Nevada

Flying ALL FF Events in the SAM Rule Book
Nostalgia 1/4A, Early 1/2 A, 1/2A, A,B & C
Sm & Lg Rubber. Classic 1/2A, A/B, C/D
&Towline. SM & LG Nostalgia Electric.
Vintage FAI
plus a few Flying Aces Events
(FAC / SAM Small Rubber Challenge)
National Cup Competition

(4) FF Championship Crystal Mug Awards
Note: OT R/C FF will be flying
a full agenda per the SAM Rule Book.
SAM membership not required
Additional Information see SAM SPEAKS or SAM Website www.antiquemodeler.org
Contact Information:
Contest Manager: Bob Galler (505-250-653) meccanom@msn.com
FF Contest Director: Ted Firster (951-830-0414) Civyboy31@aol.com
RC Contest Director: Walt Angus (480-200-8832) sam26walt@gmail.com
Registrar:: Dave Meriwether (949-350-4075) meriwed@comline.com
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